
>> WAITING FOR WORDS (Fr - New Wave/Synthpop)

LINE UP LIVE :
ZeN Smith Lead Vocals & Synth
Soe V Lead & Backing Vocals
Nae Bass & Electric Guitars
Fred Montana Electronic Drums

WAITING FOR WORDS, has established itself over the last decades and its last 5 albums as one of the essential
groups of the alternative electronic scene.

With several hundred concerts to its credit (Belgium, UK, Germany, US, Switzerland, France, Spain, Italy…), the
group has also shared the stage with artists like OMD, And One, Trisomie 21, A Floack Of Seagulls , Onetwo,
De/Vision, Psyche, The Essence… and have built a reputation as true LIVE performers.

The smashing “Great New World” (https://youtu.be/CMm7VMNJGfA ) from the previous album, “Egocracy”,
left no doubt as to the theme of the last tour, a critique full of irony of this digitalized society, focused on likes
and selfies and our growing alienation from technology.

With this new album, carried by the singles "HEDONISM" (https://youtu.be/dOajaEBgRSA ) and the brand new
"MY DIGNITY" (https://youtu.be/afPC8lALSFI ) the band explores a more personal theme: the DIGNITY of the
human being, the citizen, the husband, the father, the worker...
From the anti Cancel Culture anthem "Take It As My Pride" to the intimate "Without A Sound", Waiting For
Words nonetheless forgets its pop sensibility and offers little gems with "Hedonism" or "A Kiss Like This". that
the OMD or Duran Duran would not deny.
The contribution of live electronic bass, guitars and drums highlights influences that were previously a little
finer to uncover: Simple Minds, Marc Seberg, INXS or the groove of Duran Duran...

And the reviews are already unanimous:
“With “Dignity”, the group shifts into high gear: powerful compositions, inhabited vocals, energetic synths,
WFW achieves the feat of creating a new wave made in France as credible as it is creative and it is not within
the reach of anybody. » (Gerard BAR-DAVID, Gonzomusic)
“'Dignity' is full of magnificent gems, which show that the group has perfectly digested its excellent influences
and achieved an almost perfect synthesis. » (Blitz!)

https://youtu.be/CMm7VMNJGfA
https://youtu.be/dOajaEBgRSA
https://youtu.be/afPC8lALSFI


“In the independent playground, the masters of the game are called Waiting For Words with the flagship title
“Hedonism” taken from this 9-piece EP, an appetizer tinged with that black and white new wave that suits
them so well, appetizer since the hostilities in long format will be available in January” (L’Indepen-Dance,
Radio Pulsar)
“DIGNITY sees the band at the top of their game, offering the perfect combination of their past and their
future and ticking all the boxes: writing, arrangement, production, sound, performance, emotion.” (Reflections
Of Darkness)

Youtube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/@Waiting-For-Words
Bandcamp: https://waitingforwords.bandcamp.com/album/dignity
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Waiting.for.Words/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/waitingforwords_official

DIGNITY TOUR:
22/10/22 - L'International, Paris with THE ESSENCE - SOLD OUT
13/01/23 - Le Roof Top, Poitiers - SOLD OUT
14/01/23 - La Soupape, Loudun - SOLD OUT
04/02/23 - Atomic Cat, Paris - SOLD OUT
31/08/23 - La Soupape, Loudun
01/09/23 – La Locomotive, Poitiers
09/09/23 - L'Etang de Plaisance (86)
15/09/23 - Le Petit Bain, Paris with AND ONE - SOLD OUT
12/09/24 – B52’s, Eernegem, Be
13/01/24 - La Brat Cave, Lille
24/02/24 - Café La Tiendita-Coacalco-MX
27/02/24 - Interview Radio Rock 111 - CDMX
27/02/24 - Métro Toréo-CDMX
29/02/24 - Bar Maximorock - Atizapan - MX
01/03/24 - Titanio TV - CDMX
01/03/24 -El Capriccio De La Diabla - Toluca MX
02/03/24 - Tianguis El Chopo-CDMX
02/03/24 – Club Mezcalli, Mexico City, MX
05/03/24 -Métro Chabacano-CDMX
06/03/24 - Métro San Lazaro -CDMX
06/03/24 - Black Heaven - Puebla -MX
07/03/24 - Black Heaven - Puebla -MX
08/03/24 - Centro Cultural Mexiquense - Texcoco MX
08/03/24 - Café D’Spacio - Nezahualcoyotl - MX
19/07/24 - O’comptoir - Dangé Saint Romain (86 )
20/07/2024 – Festival “Plaisance en Fête”, Plaisance (86)
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